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HISTORY

FOUR SISTERS
A moving four-part film by Claude
Lanzmann about 4 women: Paula Biren,
Ruth Elias, Ada Lichtman and Hanna
Marton who survived the Holocaust.
SELECTED FOR THE SPECIAL SECTION
OF NYFF55

CHE GUEVARA, BEYOND THE LEGEND 52’
50 years after his death, this film embarks
on an authentic journey to de/reconstruct
the image of the “guerillero heroic”,
retracing the story of a man trapped by
his own legend.

WHEN BANANA RULED 52’
In 19th century Central America, a few
entrepreneurial cowboys built an empire
that enslaved populations and corrupted
governments for over 100 years: the
United Fruit Company.

SKY HEROES 2 x 26’
Blending sequences of traditional
animation and American comic-stripinfluenced graphics with coloured
archive images; the series paints the
portraits of heroes who have made a
lasting mark on the history of aviation.

AUSCHWITZ MUSEUM 52’
You might be a simple tourist, a curator,
a guide, a student or a research worker,
it’s actually all about one thing, one task
in this place: fighting against time and its
effects on things and people.

CRIMES THAT MADE HISTORY 10x26’
Some crimes have become sensational
news stories and their memories are now
part of our popular culture. From Jack
the Ripper to Roswell and Lady Di, each
episode revisits a page of our shared
history.

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY

1917, THE MAKING OF THE
REVOLUTION 52’ & 90’
Through exclusive archives and beautiful
animation, Stan Neumann will immerse
us into the day by day events, from
February to October 1917.

THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION THROUGH
ITS FILMS 52’
This documentary relates the Russian
Revolution through images from Soviet
fiction films from the period 1918 -1934,
and the life stories of their directors.

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY

THE BIRTH OF PRINTING 52’ & 90’
In the heart of 15th century medieval
Europe, one man gave birth to an
incredible invention that changed the
course of human history, spreading
knowledge around the world: printing.

SCHOOL REVOLUTION 52’
After World War I, educationalists
believed that a world without violence
was possible. Figures like Maria
Montessori or Célestin Freinet profoundly
changed ideas on education, through a
child-centred approach to teaching

YUGOSLAVIA, THE OTHER SIDE OF
THE LOOKING GLASS 2x52’
This film reveals the formation and
disintegration, within our own time, of
an European State named Yugoslavia. A
fascinating portrait of the rise and fall of
a nation, in less than 80 years.

STRANDED – THE ANDES PLANE
CRASH SURVIVORS 2x55’ & 110’
This multiple award-winning film is one
of the greatest survival stories of all
time. A group of young men managed
to survive for 72 days in the heart of the
Andes, after their plane had crashed.

THE WARNING: HOW US AND RUSSIAN
SECRETS SERVICES COLLABORATED
ON CLIMATE CHANGES 52’
In the 90’s, USA and Russia joined forces
and secretly monitored the evolution
of the world’s climate for geostrategic,
economic and military purposes.

CHINA’S CONQUEST OF THE WEST 52’
China’s New Silk Roads project is one of
President Xi Jinping’s grandest designs
- perhaps even the grandest - a vast
plan to create land and sea trade routes
across the whole of Eurasia, stretching
right into Europe.

SAND WARS 75’
From Mumbai to Brittany, this fascinating
ecological investigation unveils a global
emergency: the threat to sand. It is a
vital resource of which the pillaging has
intensified for the needs of concrete
construction.

INVESTIGATION

DOZHD, THE LAST INDEPENDENT
MEDIA IN RUSSIA 52’
In the Russia of Putin, Dozhd is the
leading independent news channel.
It offers sufficiently subversive content
targeted by Russian authorities, and
undergoes financial and moral pressures.

MEETING SNOWDEN 52’
Edward Snowden secretly meets Birgitta
Jonsdottir and Larry Lessig, spearheads
of a global freedom and civil rights
movement. Together they brainstorm
about the future of democracy.

CHILDREN OF ISIS 52’
The members of the Islamic State call
them “lion cubs.” They are between 4
and 16 years old. They’ve spent many
months in military and religious training
camps. This is a rare documentary that
captures their stories.

NEW MONUMENTS MEN 52’
Never in history have we ever witnessed
such a massive destruction of the Middle
East heritage. Never in history, as many
citizens around the world got involved
to protect, save and rebuild these
masterpieces threatened with extinction.

JAPAN, A POWER CRISIS 52’
After its defeat in 1945, Japan pushed
the population to turn inward to a strong
and revisionist nationalist power. The
documentary is built around four places
that resonate with Japan’s past.

NATURE & DISCOVERY

BURMA, THE POWER OF MONKS 52’
With the arrival in power of Aung San
Suu Kyi, Burma discovered a newfound
freedom. But the country is facing
a problem with the rise of a fierce
nationalist sentiment spread by a group
of extremist Buddhist monks.

THE HISTORY OF ROMA PEOPLE 52’
This straight-talking investigation travels
to all 4 corners of Europe, from East to
West, in search of the answers, in a bid to
understand the phenomenon of “Roma
problem”, to discover the reality behind
the clichés.

DEATHS ON CREDIT 52’
An investigative documentary that
examines the alarming and inexorable
rise of household over-indebtedness
throughout Europe, and the battle
against this economic, social and human
scourge.

THE SILK ROAD 15x26’
Discover the mythical network of trade
routes that linked the Far East to the
West for centuries. From Bursa in Turkey,
to Xi’an in China, Alfred guides us along
the way to discover its history.

TREE STORIES - SEASON 2 - 5x52’
Through stories told by people who
live near special trees, we find out how
different cultures in both hemispheres
view this shared natural heritage.

WORLD MEDICINE - SEASON 3 - 10x26’
We explore the work of doctors in
remote corners of the world with
Bernard Fontanille as our guide and see
how medicine adjusts to atypical and
sometimes extreme environments.

FOOD MARKETS - SEASON 3 - 5x26’
They are the heart of the city and nourish
a great part of their population. We all
know what a food market is. But what
do we know about how a food market
actually works?

A WEEK WITH… SARAH WIENER 5x26’
A new chapter in Sarah Wiener’s culinary
adventures, this time: specific diets! Our
vivacious Austrian chef will spend a week
with fishermen, winegrowers, soldiers,
wrestlers and monks!

360° GEO REPORTS - SEASON 18 26x52’
This multiple award-winning series is one
of the most enterprising productions of
its kind. See the world through different
eyes!

GEOLINO - SEASON 5 - 10x13’
The perfect documentary series for
inquisitive boys and girls aged 5 to 16
years. GEOlino portrays the daily lives of
outstanding children and tells fascinating
animal stories.

WIND QUEST - SEASON 4 - 8x52’
Arthur, a city-dweller and Antoine Auriol,
World Champion in the Kiteboard Pro
World Tour, set out in search of the winds
of the world, collecting facts, fiction and
amusing anecdotes.

AMAZING GARDENS - SEASON 2 20x26’
An original look at contemporary
gardens! Learn from those who find
innovative solutions that provide poetic
breathing spaces in an increasingly
urbanized world.

INNOVATION ON BOARD 15x26’
A young engineer and his crew sail their
boat from France to Indonesia on a quest
for self-sufficiency. They meet low-tech
inventors who develop simple solutions
to universal problems of food, energy,
water.

INSECTS TO THE RESCUE 52’
Today biopesticides are our best hope
of a pesticide-free agriculture that is so
harmful to man and the environment.
But is the technique risk-free for the
environment?

SCIENCE

EVOLUTION ON THE MOVE 4x52’
In a constantly shifting world, some
animals such as the wolf or the baboon
have changed their ways to adapt.
Witness spectacular behaviors of 4
species at the tipping point of their
evolution.

BRAINS IN DANGER 52’
For the past 20 years, the world has seen
an alarming decrease in IQ and a rise of
autism and behavioral disorders. This
international investigation reveals how
chemicals in objects surrounding us affect
our brain, and especially those of fetuses.

ART & CULTURE

COW FACTORY 52’
How would you like your Cow? Plump?
Hornless? Producing lactose-reduced or
insulin-enriched milk? Since when have
we been manufacturing cows the same
way we manufacture sneakers? And to
which end?

SNAPSHOTS OF RUSSIA 4x52’
Discover Russia’s, China’s and India’s
fast changing societies through the
lens of their young photographers.
Extraordinary images to better
understand the voices of an era.

CITIZEN LOEWY - HOW A FRENCHMAN
DESIGNED THE AMERICAN DREAM 52’
Who was Raymond Loewy? A designer
with the golden touch - such a genius
that he could cross the US by air, rail,
or road, stylishly seated in a plane, train,
or automobile he’d designed himself!

MUSEUM FOR SALES? DETROIT
INSTITUTE OF ARTS 52’
Is Detroit about to sell its priceless
collection of art to save the city from
bankruptcy?It’s the biggest battle over
an art museum in the history of the
United States, if not the world.

ARCHITECTURES 2x26’
A landmark and award-winning
collection on the most remarkable
achievements in modern architecture,
from the works that heralded the birth of
the modern style to the latest designs by
today’s top architects.

GAUGUIN, I’M A SAVAGE 52’
How the self-taught painter and sculptor
left his wife, children and livelihood to
devote his life to his art then lived in
destitution before exiling himself in Tahiti.
An animated documentary illuminated
by his “barbaric” art.

KUPKA: THE OTHER STORY OF
MODERNITY 52’
This is the history of a revolutionary
painter struggling against the prejudices
of his time, during one of the richest
periods in the history of art: the early
20th century.

RODIN IN HIS TIME 52’
Rodin’s destiny is both singular and
closely context related. Fed by a public
and private correspondence, this film will
draw the strands of his life and reminds
the background when required.

VILLA MEDICI, 350 YEARS OF LOVE
FOR THE ARTS 52’
Balthus, Fragonard, Berlioz and Debussy
all stayed there. The Villa, which houses
the French Academy in Rome founded
350 years ago, reveals its history
alongside that of its residents.

CESAR, A NEW APPROACH OF
SCULPTURE 52’
Between narrative compression and
visual expansion, this film skillfully
pieces together the career spanning five
decades of an unclassifiable artist.

BLACK IS THE COLOR 52’
Faced with racist caricatures, AfricanAmerican painters decided to present
a different image of their community
than the one imposed by the degrading
stereotypes of a brutally racist society.

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY

CHINA, ONE MILLION ARTISTS 52’
Since 2012, China has been the world
number one in art sales. Who are these
artists? Although 2 artists – Basquiat and
Koons - constitute 50% of the American
market, China has 47 artists in the top
100.

SERGUEI SHCHUKIN, TALE OF AN ART
COLLECTOR 52’
The story of an incredible collection of
modern art, amassed in the early 20th
century, in Moscow by a textiles trader
who discovered so many masters like
Picasso or Matisse.

AGATHA CHRISTIE VS HERCULE
POIROT 52’
“Who killed Roger Ackroyd” is a
deconstruction of one of the most
famous Agatha Christie’s novel as well as
an original portrait of a cult writer, whose
life still retains a part of mystery today.

AHARON APPELFELD 52’
An elderly man is working tirelessly
to revive the Jewish world lost in the
Holocaust. His name is Aharon Appelfeld,
and became one of the greatest Jewish
writers of our time. He is the latest Israeli
writer witnessed the Holocaust.

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY

HISTORY

DAVID HOCKNEY - TIME RECLAIMED 52’
This documentary essay highlights
how this renowned painter defies
classification, and remains in many ways
mysterious: An intense, profound, and
infinitely passionate artist.
SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY

CINEMA

ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPERY 52’
An aviation pioneer and an airmail
carrier hero, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
rose to world fame with “The Little
Prince”, which continues to be one of the
best-selling books in the world.

RENE GOSCINNY, ENTERTAINER OF
THE GLORIOUS THIRTIES 52’
Father of Astérix and the Petit Nicolas,
René Goscinny hid the destiny of a
nomad with multiple influences behind
his average Frenchman’s facetious ways.
SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY

HUGO PRATT, LINE FOR LINE 52’
His work touches on several key themes
that characterized his life: travel,
adventure, mystery, poetry, darkness and,
of course, Corto Maltese, the hero that
earned him recognition as one of the
masters of the graphic novel.

AVA GARDNER 52’
At the height of her glory in 1954,
Ava left the glitz and glamor to move to
Madrid, a poor and repressed country
in the iron vice of dictatorship. Her life,
her career, and her loves would be
changed forever.

BECOMING CARY GRANT 52’ & 86’
For the first time, one of Hollywood’s
greatest stars tells his own story with his
own words. From a childhood of poverty
to global fame, the ultimate self-made
star, explores his own screen image and
what it took to create it.

WAJDA BY WAJDA 95’
The filmmaker offers a unique
perspective on his work and provides us
with the keys to understanding it, shortly
before his death, on October 9th, 2016.

ABDERRAHMANE SISSAKO, DIRECTOR
AND CITIZEN OF THE WORLD 52’
Though Sissako’s films have become
world-famous, the man himself remains
a mystery, marked by the paradoxes
of exile. The film takes us in his intimate
world.

EUROVISIONS 52’
The annual ritual of the Eurovision Song
Contest had held audiences spellbound
for decades. Why such an enduring
fascination for the longest-running music
competition on TV?

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY

BARBRA STREISAND,
BECOMING AN ICON 52’
This film recounts the unstoppable rise
the first female megastar who shaped
and influenced her entire artistic lineage,
and embodied the cause of women and
homosexuals.

SUCH A FAN! 52’
Acting as creators, marketing tools for
their stars, or lifestyle initiators, fans
are not “hysterical” individuals to be
ridiculed. They are major players in the
world of pop culture!

ROBIN HOOD: CELEBRITY THIEF 52’
This film tells the fascinating saga of a
revolutionary icon present in popular
culture in all its forms, from children’s
songs to literature, movies, TV, comics
and, more recently, video games.

VHS REVOLUTION 52’
At a time when tributes to it are on the
rise – the Yale University library has just
opened a VHS department – this is the
history of the VHS, a globalised medium.

BRITISH STYLE 52’
It’s no accident that punk, which
prompted the biggest stylistic rebellion
of the last century, started out in this
city. This is an entertaining and colorful
exploration of Britain’s wardrobe.

CATHERINE DENEUVE READS FASHION
22x2’
Since 2012, Loïc Prigent (Signé Chanel)
has been snatching the most pithy,
funny, irreverent, and sometimes defining
soundbites overheard backstage during
fashion shows.

DRESSED UP FOR… WINTER 2018 52’
This is a hilarious, irreverent and
insightful report about the whole fashion
world: the trends, the business and of
course, the people.

VADIM, MISTER COOL 52’
The global success of the 1956 film AND
GOD CREATED WOMAN catapulted its
director, Roger Vadim, into stardom. For
a generation that had been through the
horrors of war, his hedonistic attitude
was the acme of cool.

POP CULTURE

THE OLIVIER PERE INTERVIEWS 60x10’
Since 2013, Olivier Père, Executive
Director of ARTE France Cinéma,
has been conducting interviews with
personalities from the world of film.

TARZAN, THE STORY BEHIND THE
LEGEND 52’
He has become a myth all over the
world for more than 100 years. The film
recounts the reasons for his success, and
how did each generation re-invent and
re-interpret him.

PAVAROTTI, POP TENOR 52’
Not only did he democratize opera,
making it accessible to the greatest
number, he devised a marketing strategy
and arguably transformed into a pop
artist.

FASHION

THE DRAWINGS
OF YVES SAINT LAURENT 52’
It was his passion. His sketches make up
such a vast body of work it has not yet
been fully catalogued. Brought out of the
archives, these drawings come to life.
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